T. Eaton Co. Limited
By Rod Fraser

It’s a sad happening when a person of my years (all
seventy-five of them) does a search at the library
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helpfully asked, if perhaps I meant to search for
Timothy Dalton?
Well, no I didn’t. Timothy Eaton was a successful
Irish immigrant to Canada, who started a retail
empire that improved the lives of his customers,
employees, and the country itself ─ over the halfcentury that he lived and worked in Canada. Timothy
Dalton, on the other hand, is a retired English actor,
few have ever heard of.
Ah well, I shall take my library’s gaffe as an
opportunity to set out a brief history of Timothy
Eaton, his stores and his iconic catalogue. It may be
of interest to those too young to remember what an
impact Eaton’s had on Canada during the 130 years
it was in existence (1869 – 1999).
Timothy Eaton was born in 1834 on a prosperous
farm in Northern Ireland. By the time he was 12, the
potato famine had diminished the economy and the
prospects for the farm. The older boys left for
Canada, and Timothy followed, after completing his
schooling and apprenticing in a store for a number
of years.
With some excellent experience in hand and a
hundred pounds sterling in his pocket, he joined his
brothers in Upper Canada where they started a store
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Margaret Beattie, a talented young woman who
trimmed fashionable hats for Timothy to sell in his
store.
In 1869, Timothy and Margaret moved to Toronto
where he became the owner of a store at 178 Yonge
Street, purchased from a Mr. Jennings for $6,500,
most of the cost related to the inventory he
acquired. Timothy established a ‘goods satisfactory
or money refunded policy’, along with clearly
advertised ‘cash only’ prices. Both policies proved to
be popular.
If he had done all that, it is likely that Timothy
Eaton would have been just another successful
merchant, but he was bold enough ─ and wise
enough ─ to see a future for Eaton’s in becoming a
major mail-order house, based on its catalogue and
a soon-to-be proven distribution system, providing
goods from its Winnipeg and Toronto warehouses to
customers all across the country.
Some called the Eaton’s catalogue the ‘Prairie
Bible’ because it was so popular. Even today, if you
want to engage in a lengthy conversation with
anyone in Canada over 50 years of age, ask them
what they remember of the Eaton’s catalogue.
To test this thesis, I asked my brother this very
question. Here is his email response, sent to me this
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“I do remember the Eaton's catalogues very
well, especially when they were placed in the
outhouse at Nana's place. I don't know if it
was supposed to used for bum wipe (a bit
too slippery for me), but it certainly served
as reading material while on the throne.”
And here is a lovely note from my friend,
Margaret, on her experience with Eaton’s over the
years (edited slightly).
“Mom worked for Eaton’s for many years ─
at the main store in Toronto until 1967, then
at Sherway Mall. We grew up with the
catalogue, and were very familiar with
Eaton’s main store, where we would go to
meet Mom for coffee in the cafeteria. We
also did most of our shopping there. It was
an important part of our growing up.”
Eaton’s catalogue was started in 1884 and was an
immediate success, particularly in rural Canada. The
first catalogue consisted of 32 pages, which were
handed out at what is today known as the ‘Canadian
National Exhibition’. Within a dozen years, Eaton’s
catalogue was accepting over 200,000 orders per
year.
Early catalogues focussed on the sale of clothing,
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tools and other products were being sold all across
Canada. Even whole pre-fabricated houses were sold
through the catalogue.
An old friend from the past told me his dad
ordered a house from Eaton’s to be delivered to
Shamrock, Saskatchewan in anticipation of his
upcoming marriage in 1920. Here is how he told the
story (slightly edited).
“Eaton’s building supplies catalogue sold
complete houses, including lumber, paint,
hardware, nails ─ the exact amount needed
for each of a nearly dozen housing plans.”
“My parents chose Modern Home #663, a
charming one-storey frame house with an
attic dormer, a big-bay window and a shady
east veranda.”
“There was just one problem. The material
alone cost $883.81 and my dad didn’t have
it. But he wanted to marry his bride and she
wanted a proper house. He took out a
mortgage

on

the

farm,

hired

a

local

handyman and up went the house. It took
my dad twenty-three years to pay off the
mortgage, but he claimed it was the best
thing he ever did. Thanks to Timothy Eaton.”
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time when the company employed over 9,000
people at the Toronto and Winnipeg stores, as well
as factories in Toronto and Oshawa. His son, John
Craig Eaton, took over the business upon his death
and expanded the stores nationally. He was soon to
be Sir John Craig Eaton, when he received a
knighthood for services rendered during the Great
War. Unfortunately, John Craig Eaton died of
pneumonia at the young age of 45 in 1922, and the
business was then run by a number of younger
Eaton family members over the decades that
followed.
Perhaps the magic of Eaton’s came to an end with
the closure of the catalogue business in 1976 (9,000
employees were put out of work). Or perhaps it was
the retail competition of places like The Bay, Zellers,
and Walmart that slowly stole its customers. But at
some point, Eaton’s became known as the store of
‘old people’, and then slowly it died. In 1999, it
finally folded after operating for 130 years. In its
final year, it lost $72 million.
Almost twenty-five years have passed since Eaton’s
demise, but I still find it unforgiveable for my local
library to have lost interest in Timothy Eaton and the
history of this great family.
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memory, but here’s one title, you might expect the
library to have. Written in the late 1990s by Rod
McQueen, ‘The Eatons: The Rise and Fall of Canada’s
Royal family’, is a fine history of the Eaton family. I
I recommend it to you, but you’ll have to buy it at
Amazon.
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